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A week ago, on the 23rd of February, the former Conservative Deputy Chairman Lee Anderson said that
Islamists had ‘control over [Sadiq] Khan’ and London. The comments were made live on GB News, on a
video-link from home. The incident – and his later lack of apologies – resulted in his suspension from the

Conservative Party.
Anderson’s comments were made following comments from the former Home Secretary Suella Braverman,

who said in an article for the Telegraph that Britain was being bullied by Islamists. When on air on GB
News, the MP for Ashfield said that while he didn’t think Islamists had control of the country, he did

believe that they had control of the Mayor of London Sadiq Khan and London itself. He went on to say
that he believed the Labour Party leader Keir Starmer was also controlled by Islamists.

Following these comments, many called for him be sacked from the Conservative Party if he didn’t
apologise. After repeatedly refusing to apologise for what he had said, Anderson was suspended from his

party. He had held the position of Deputy Chairman of the Conservative Party until mid-January, when he
resigned to rebel against the Rwanda bill – saying that it wasn’t harsh enough. Anderson will therefore sit

as an independent MP indefinitely.
The subject of the most outrageous comment – Sadiq Khan – said that Lee Anderson’s comments were

‘Islamophobic, anti-Muslim and Racist’ and that they ‘pour fuel on the fire of anti-Muslim hatred’.
Lee Anderson was born in 1967 to a coal miner in Ashfield, Nottinghamshire – the constituency he now

represents. Anderson was a staunch Labour Party supporter, campaigning for them from the age of
sixteen. Following his education at the local comprehensive school, he became a coal miner, and worked in

the mines for ten years. In 2015, Anderson was elected as a Labour councillor for a ward in his native
Ashfield. Just three years later, he was suspended for trying to block members of the Traveller community

from ‘setting up camp at a site in the area’. It took only a month for him to defect to the Conservative
Party and by next year had beaten his former party- the incumbent Labour Party – to become the MP for

Ashfield. During his five years as an MP, Lee Anderson has been at the centre of many a controversy.
These include his boycotting of the Euro 2020 football tournament due to England players ‘taking the

knee’, saying that certain council estate tenants should live in tents and be forced to pick vegetables and,
most famously, saying that families can cook meals for just 30p a day – earning him the name ‘30p Lee’.

 

Lee Anderson 

What a week it’s been! From Piano Day, to student theatre, to every single deadline
approaching frighteningly fast, it’s safe to say that we’re definitely back into the swing
of things. Next week is Multicultural Day, where students from across the school (and

across the world) will showcase their cultures. We at The Columns are getting
involved too (see Mrs Tevendale’s emails for further details if you’d like to take part),

and next week’s edition is sure to be one to remember.
Editor, Izzy Clark 



The Importance of Being Earnest 

The play was absolutely fabulously, amazing.
From the moment you walked into Trinity hall, you were transported to the

quaintest of Victorian houses. White clothed tables filled the room, each with
an elegant rose centred in the middle and all the chairs facing towards the
stage. The atmosphere was full of excitement, from friends who came to

support with family members, to the infamously scary table filled with senior
management and invited guests. The stage was absolutely exquisite. An

eloquent tea set the mood around the tables, sofa and old books.

Then the play began. It was the most funny, amazingly twisted, humorously
delivered play I had ever seen. The plot turned, twisted and doubled back on
itself throughout the show, there was never a dull moment. The characters

were amazing but the actors were what brought them life. Each one was filled
with personality, and the delivery of each line was captivating. From

Charlotte’s awesomely, terrifying entrance ( I loved the use of the Apprentice
theme tune), to Clara’s beautifully pessimistic comments, and Aoife’s

hilarious flirting, with Kirsty and Sarah’s hysterical friendship, the comical,
quite literal bromance of Mitchell and Callan and the amusingly, silly priest
played by Georgia. The play was absolutely fabulously, awesome because of

them.

This article review cannot be complete without a mention of the costumes. It
was as if they were stolen from the set of Pride and Prejudice. The hair and

makeup were stunning as well, my favourite was the curled bangs on Mitchel
and the realistically drawn moustaches on the actors.

Adding to the comical interactive theme, the fourth wall was often broken
with the whacking of sticks on chairs and the dramatic throws of roses from

Sarah. The lighting and sound were super immersive as well, the crew outdone
themselves. The tickets were also divine – I almost cried when I had to give

mine up at the entrance.

Overall this play has got to be one of my favourites, everyone was just
fabulous. From the actors to the crew, you could feel the hard work put in to
make the night perfect. A special well done to Sarah Campbell, who besides
acting brilliantly had put the whole thing together to make sure the audience

had the time of their lives.

Sophia Kapelyukh  



Dress Rehearsal!



Ayanah Adam
It has been over 750 days since the Team Event for Figure Skating at the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics, yet not a single medal has

been awarded. But why should you care? It’s not making headlines right now - probably because there are far more important
world affairs happening. However, this case goes far beyond skating. It is a complicated web of ethics, nationalism and politics

that goes far beyond a simple sporting dispute.
Our story does not begin in 2022. It begins a few months earlier, in late December of 2021, at the Russian National Figure Skating
Championships, where fifteen-year-old Kamila Valeryevna Valieva is poised as the favourite to win. After losing out on gold last
year to teammate and returning champion Anna Shcherbakova, both girls’ coaching team know that they are guaranteed a gold

for at least one of their athletes. Following her spectacular international senior debut earlier in the year, Kamila has rapidly
become a star in her home country of Russia. What a shame it would be if their young ingenue didn’t win? Kamila, of course, wins

by an extraordinary margin of almost 30 points over Anna, securing a coveted spot on the Russian Olympic team a few months
later.

Fast forward to the Olympics themselves, and the aforementioned Team Event, where Kamila Valieva steps off the ice on the 7th
of February after a record-setting free skate that is certain to help her team win gold. Her coaches and teammates are ecstatic, and
their enthusiasm is contagious. Even the normally-serene Kamila herself is joyous - and why wouldn’t she be? The next morning

rolls around, but the Russian team are still overwhelmed with triumph at the dawn of the day of the medal ceremony. The medals,
however, never come to anyone - not Russia in first, the USA in second or Japan in third. And they will not come for over two

years.
Three days later, on February 11th, three pieces of news hit the press. One - someone has been caught taking performance-

enhancing drugs, specifically the banned heart medication trimetazidine. Two - they are on the Russian figure skating team. Three
- it is none other than rising star Kamila Valieva. Because of this discovery, the medals cannot be awarded. But there’s more than
these medals at stake, as Kamila is scheduled to compete in the Individual Event on the 15th, where she is predicted to dominate

and take another gold.
It’s here that the first of our key player organisations steps in: CAS, the Court of Arbitration for Sport, an international body that

settles disputes in sports. CAS rules that Kamila must compete in the Individual Event to prevent “irreparable harm”. The
perceived hypocrisy of this statement is not missed by anyone- Kamila has been confirmed to have taken several strong heart

medications beyond trimetazidine (the only illegal one in her ), but because she is still only 15, CAS believes it is protecting her by
letting her skate. By now, there are many misconceptions flying around, but the most widespread one is that Kamila was caught

doping during the Olympics, which she wasn’t. All of her drug tests in Beijing came back negative - but a forgotten drug test from
the 2021 Russian Nationals has just surfaced as positive at the worst time possible. Kamila’s space on the Russian Olympic Team

relies on a gold at Nationals she won whilst under the influence of performance-enhancing substances.
If Kamila places on the podium in the Individual competition, another set of medals will become invalid. Whether or not Kamila
purposefully sabotaged her own free skate, the absolute tragedy of it all is pretty obvious - Kamila in 4th place only manages to

say “at least now they can have the medal ceremony” before collapsing, sobbing, into the arms of her stoic-faced coach,
unexpected 3rd-place Kaori Sakamoto is also in tears after a medal against impossible odds, 2nd-place Alexandra Trusova

declares she will “never skate again”, and surprise gold-medal winner Anna Shcherbakova is completely silent.
This is “irreparable harm”.

In November 2022, the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) comes into play, urging CAS to enforce the maximum-level senior
sanctions against Kamila. By this point, Russia is banned from all international sporting events due to their invasion of Ukraine,
and Kamila Valieva is something of a national icon. WADA claim that CAS must get involved due to the failure of the Russian

Anti- Doping Agency (RUSADA) to bring forth Kamila’s positive test in time for the Olympics.
A year goes by in complete and utter silence. Meanwhile, the United States figure skating team - who, if Russia are disqualified
advance to gold - grow more and more frustrated with the lack of a response from WADA, CAS, RUSADA - anyone. But in

January 2024, a voice emerges out of the void, announcing the verdict. Kamila Valieva is banned from all competitions backdating
to the date of her positive test for trimetazidine (December 2021) until December 2025. This ban eliminates the results of the 2021
Russian National Championships, 2022 European Championships, and Beijing 2022 Olympics. The medals of the Team Event,

then, are reallocated to the USA in gold, Japan in silver and Russia in bronze.
This decision leaves two specific groups very irritated - Russia and Canada. Russia’s frustrations with retracting the medals from

the rest of their team seep into nationalism, which is rife in Russian sports, least of all because several members of the figure
skating team are vocally anti- Ukraine and close associates of Vladimir Putin (including, who received a birthday message from

him). Canada’s complaints, however, are more complex. Moving Russia to bronze despite the complete disqualification of Kamila
has left the Canadian team resolutely in 4th place, a ruling they deem as unfair. Both Russia and Canada have lodged complaints

against CAS, but whether they will be taken to trial remains uncertain.
Why does this matter? People have always doped in sports, haven’t they? Kamila Valieva, as a fifteen year old in Russia, a nation

known for intense children’s sports programs, is no exception, right? The Kamila Valieva case has revealed numerous
uncomfortable truths about the sporting industry and the way individuals manipulate athletes in the name of public image, and it’s

not over yet.

Kamila Valieva Case Recap
Izzy Clark



The organ is playing, and you can see pews and pews of people clad in bright celebratory colours.
The opening chord of that familiar old wedding tune puts an end to the excited chatter. At the
end of the aisle a man in a too-tightly fitted suit checks once more for the rings in his pockets and
pats his well-dressed, well-groomed friend (who just so happens to be the groom) on the shoulder
as he stands up. The groom follows, taking his place and nodding to the pastor before turning to
see his soon-to-be father-in-law walking a white figure down the aisle. The white figure is the
bride. She is also thirteen. And although this walks and talks like a wedding, this girl is really
being condemned to a long death.

In the beginning, was child marriage ever truly sanctioned by any god? Or was it just yet another
excuse for controlling women? By marrying off these girls at such a young age they are cut off
from education and outside influence at a time in their lives when they are still very easily
influenced and forming opinions about the world. These girls were raised in, then forced further
into and tied to a society in which they are spoon-fed misogynistic and forbidden from free
thought so it can be difficult for many of these girls to know that they deserve better and are
entitled to better than this direct violation of their human rights. These women are people, not
pawns to be used for political alliances and not toys for their jailers’ – sorry their husbands’ –
entertainment.

Every day around 40,000 young girls are married off, without their consent, usually to a man
who is years or decades older than her, and almost always due to religion. Child marriage is
defined by the UN’s Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights as the forced marriage
of a minor, as a person under 18 is unable to give consent for marriage. Despite the obvious
breach of human rights, there are countless other objections to the barbaric practice. Girls who
are forced into marriage automatically have a higher risk of being manipulated, coerced,
domestically abused sexually abused, exploited and harassed. This has long-lasting consequences
for these women. The untreated physical and mental trauma of these ongoing attacks is life-
threatening in and of itself. These girls aren’t only subject to abuse, but they are likely removed
from school for a whole host of reasons like they don’t have their husband’s permission or an
early pregnancy. This is a direct breach of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,
specifically the right to education. Due to this, they are often unable to escape poverty or have
the simple life skills and knowledge required for their new “wifely duties.” They are also at a
significantly increased risk of dying from medical conditions because of having children too
young or dying in childbirth along with a higher chance of infant mortality.

Every minute, another twenty-eight girls from across the globe have been condemned to an
education-less, freedom-less life. How many have been sentenced in the time it’s taken you to
read this?

Child Marriage Meagan Dailly 



The National Days

“What’s in a name? That which we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet”
I’m not a botanist, so I can’t really answer that. But whilst I may not know much about plants, what I do know is etymology

(word science). As someone very much into literature, particularly symbolism, I’ve spent far too much of my adolescence
analysing single words. And what better words to analyse than names? Interestingly, names (in my opinion) can tell you a lot
about a person, and there’s no better example of that than the great phenomenon of nominative determinism. This is when
people’s names are etymologically linked to the profession they do, or to their personality - such as the current President of
Nintendo America being named Doug Bowser (genuinely), or men named Dennis being more likely to become dentists (say

them out loud a few times), or the fact that my family’s old gardener was named Doug.
Names can tell us a lot about a person, even if it is usually quite pseudoscientific - just like astrology (I’m a Capricorn). So, in a
deep dive through history, linguistics, cultural drift and anthropology, here’s a detailed archaeological analysis of the names of

the seven members of The Columns editing team (well, there’s six points but seven names. You’ll see why.)
Starting with myself, whilst almost all of you know me as Izzy, my full name is actually Isobel, a fact which sometimes startles
people. Isobel is the Anglicised version of the Scottish name Iseabail, the Scottish Gaelic form of Isabel, a Medieval Occitan

(Spanish, Portuguese and French) form of Elizabeth. See how confusing this gets? Elizabeth is the Latinised form of Elisabet,
the Greek form of the Hebrew name Elisheva, which (finally) means “God is my oath” from the roots “el” meaning “God” and

“shava” meaning “oath”. With one name cracked, let’s hope someone else’s name is simpler.
Ruby is an English name originating from the Latin word “ruber”, meaning “red”. Noun names are more modern, including

names based on plants, stones, places and other natural things. The gemstone ruby is the birthstone of the month of July.
Birthstones are cool - they’re like zodiac signs, but more practical. Me personally, I never have to worry about what gem I’ll

pick for jewellery, I just go with turquoise or tanzanite (my birthstones, as a December baby).
Aoife is an Irish name derived from the Old Irish name Aífe, which itself comes from the Old Irish word “oíph” meaning

“beauty” (this word itself becomes the modern Irish word for “beauty”, “aoibh”). The name Aoife is occasionally anglicised as
Eva. Now that you’ve heard me mention anglicisation twice, you might be wondering what it means. Well, anglicisation means

making the spelling of the name more phonetic in the English language to match the original pronunciation. Common
examples include changes like the Scottish name Ruaridh becoming Rory, or the Welsh Owain becoming Owen. Both versions

of many anglicised names are used commonly, but are classified as separate names.
India is a name used in both the English-speaking and Spanish-speaking worlds, although the pronunciations are slightly

differing. It originates, unsurprisingly, from the name of the country, which in itself comes from the Indus River. This, in turn,
has its roots in the Sanskrit word “sindhu”, which means “body of water”, which, yes, does make the phrase Indus River

literally mean “river river”. This happens a surprising amount in linguistics - the Sahara desert means “desert desert”,
Torpenhow Hill is “hill hill hill”, and Cove Bay is “bay bay” - and it’s called tautology.

The name Roena has numerous origins from different cultures. One root is as an adaptation of the Hebrew name Rina, which
means “joy, singing”. The other one is from Old German, with Roena as a spelling variant of Rowena, which appears to be an

invented name, but might be based on either the Old English words for “fame” and “joy” or the Old Welsh for “spear” and
“white”. According to Roena herself, she was given the name as a combination of Rowena and Raheena, meaning “beautiful”

in Arabic .
Finally, Megan. And Meagan. (Sorry guys). Because these names are spelling variants on the same name, I’ve had to combine

them into one paragraph. The original form of the name is actually Megan (sorry Meagan), which is a Welsh diminutive
(shortened version) of the name Margaret, derived from the Latin “margarita”, originally from the Greek “margarites”,

meaning “pearl”. The Greek word itself is probably from an Iranian or Indian language.

 So why does any of this matter? Just like zodiac signs, the meaning of your name doesn’t dictate anything about your
personality. But it can definitely be fun to find out what your name means, and use it to guide your life. I personally think

name meaning and etymology can be a really entertaining way to find out more about the history of language and the way it
impacts us now. Just like star signs, birth stones and birth flowers, name etymology can hold just as much impact on your life

as you want it to.

Name Etymology
Izzy Clark



Monday 26th February National Pistachio Day – Ayanah Adam: 

That’s right, Monday was the day entirely dedicated to the pistachio.
In honour of this unique day, here are a few weird, yet 

interesting facts you may not have known about the humble pistachio.
Firstly, the pistachio is the distant cousin of the mango, 

with both being part of the evergreen tree family. Another of its
relatives is poison ivy! As well as this, in the Middle East hearing 

the crack of a pistachio shell is considered good luck and an omen for
a happy relationship. Moreover, in India during the frigid 

winter months, people will binge on pistachios as they consider them
the “hot nut.” They believe that pistachios literally have to 

ability to heat up a person from the inside. Lastly, pistachios are one of
the oldest flowering trees in the world, around 9000 years 
old, and are one of the only 2 nuts mentioned in the Bible!

Tuesday 27th February National Pokémon Day – Maisey Lafollette: 

Pokémon is Japanese for Pocket Monsters. Pokémon was created by
Satoshi Tajiri, as it was inspired by his love of catching 

bugs when he was a child. Pokémon started out as a Nintendo game in
1996, and to advertise, the company released trading 

cards of the original 150 Pokémon, and in 1997, the TV show was
aired, and in 2016, the popular mobile game Pokémon Go 

was released. Pokémon has expanded and as of January 2024, there are
1,025 Pokémon. The game has touched the hearts of 

many in its long history, it even celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2021.

Wednesday 28th February National Tooth Fairy Day – Maisey
Lafollette: 

The tooth fairy is a famous figure in many people’s childhood. Many
children are told that when they lose a tooth that she’ll

fly into their rooms and take the tooth from under their pillow and
replace it with money. Some children ask why she takes 

their teeth and parents have varied answers from she makes a castle, to
she gives them to babies who don’t have teeth. “The

tooth fairy” visits children all over the world.

The National DaysMaisey Lafollette &
Ayanah Adam 



Thursday 29th February National Time Refund Day – Ayanah
Adam:

National time refund day celebrates that one day we get every 4
years, February 29th. It is supposed to symbolise getting back that 
one thing which is notoriously hard to reclaim – time. Whilst it may

have come about as a way to correct the cosmos for our 
calendars, we might as well make meaningful use of this time we get

back. To celebrate this day, one should use the day to do 
what they love most! Whether that’s spending time with friends or

family, doing a hobby you enjoy, or just taking some me time, 
there is something nice that we can all do on this day. As well as this,

it is a day where one should perhaps do what they 
procrastinate doing other days, in my case it’s homework! We can’t

create more time, so let’s use the time we do have wisely. 

Friday 1st March St David’s Day – Maisey Lafollette:

St. David is the Patron Saint of Wales, and in the 12th century there
were over 60 churches devoted to him. St. David’s Day is on 

March 1st because that is when he died in the year 589AD. In Wales
they wear leeks because St. David ordered his soldiers to place 
them on their helmets in a battle against the Saxons in the sixth

century. 

Last Week’s Quiz Answers…

Answers - 
1. 1239

2. Bakers and Bonnetmakers
3. City of Glasgow

4. Saint Mary
5. One of: 110% gaming, Commando Comics, The People's Friend, The Scots Magazine, The 

Sunday Post, or any that are on the DC thomson website available

Questions -  
1. The High School of Dundee was founded by monks from the Lindores Abbey. In

what year was the school founded?
2. Dundee's nine incorporated trades were formed in the 16th century. Name both of

the trades which begin with the letter 'b'
3. The city of Dundee council area has the second highest poulation density in

Scotland, with 2,470 people per km^2. Which Scottish council area has the highest?
4. The city of Dundee's coat of arms contains a pot of white lillies on a blue field.

Which of Dundee's patron saints does this represent?
5. D.C. Thomson is a Dundee-based media company whose publications include 'The
Courier', 'The Evening Telegraph' and 'The Beano'. Name another of D.C. Thomson's

current publications


